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INTRODUCTION 
A finite group G with Sylow p subgroup P satisfies Hypothesis 1 if 
C,(x) = C,(P) for all x E P#. 
The following theorem has been conjectured. 
CONJECTURED THEOREM. Assume G satisfies Hypothesis 1 and G has a 
faithful complex character A of degree at most i(lPl - 1). Then either PA G 
or G/Z(G) N PSL(2, IPI). 
Brauer [ 1 ] proved this theorem in the case that 1 PJ =p. It follows from 
Sibley’s theorem 2 [lo] that Pa G if A(1) < (I PI - 1)/2. The theorem has 
also been proved [3] if N,(P)/C,(P) is cyclic. In this paper, we prove the 
following specialized version of the conjectured theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Assume G is a Jinite group with a Sylow p group P 
satisfying C,(x) = P for all x E p#. If G has a faithful complex character A 
of degree at most f(l PI - l), then either P 4 G or G/Z(G) 1: PSL(2,I PI). 
In general, it is -difficult to determine the multiplicities of irreducible 
characters in a product of characters. However, if G is a minimal counterex- 
ample to Theorem 1, then it is possible. The determination of these 
multiplicities is crucial for showing that G does not exist. In order to obtain 
these multiplicites, it is necessary to determine the irreducible characters of 
N,(P)/C,(P). Hence, it is necessary to know the structure of N,(P)/C,(P) in 
some detail. This structure is discussed in Section 2. 
The results in Sections 1 and 2 are stated in a more general form than are 
needed to prove Theorem 1. This is done because hopefully these results will 
be useful in proving the general case of the conjectured theorem. In Section 
1, it is shown that if G is a minimal counterexample to the conjectured 
theorem, then G/Z(G) is simple. However, the purpose of this paper is to 
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prove Theorem 1 by using results about Frobenius groups and character 
theoretic arguments rather than to appeal to the classification of finite simple 
groups. 
1 
A group G satisfies Hypothesis 1’ if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) G satisfies the hypothesis but not the conclusion of the conjectured 
theorem: (ii) if K is a proper normal subgroup of G containing C,(P), then 
either PA K or K/Z(K) = PSL(2, I PI). Throughout, this section we assume 
that G satisfies Hypothesis 1’. 
Let N and V denote respectively the normalizer of P in G and the group of 
p’ elements in C,(P). N/V is a Frobenius group and C,(P) - V is a TI set in 
G. Let E denote a complement of P in N. Let q = 1PJ and 
n = I~IIIWP)I = I-WI v/a 
As noted in the Introduction, /1(l) = (q - 1)/2 and E/V is non-abelian if 
G satisfies Hypothesis 1’. In particular, P is not cyclic. 
If /i were reducible, then Sibley’s theorem [ 101 could be applied to the 
constituents of/i to show that P 4 G. Therefore, n is irreducible. 
We use the notation of Leonard 171. In addition, let (q - 1)/n = t.- 
/i(l) = (q - 1)/2 and /i faithful imply that t > 2. If /i is not exceptional, 
then it follows from Section 1 [ 7 1 that A(g) = A( 1) (mod q) for g E P# and 
A’(g) < n. Hence, 11(l) = (q - 1)/2 implies that /i is an exceptional 
character. As in Section l(E) [ 7 1, we may assume that /i =A, lies in some 
block 9i. It also follows from Section 1 [ 71 that there are non-negative 
integers ai, bi and u such that /i(l) = (ai + ci) ~,~Jl)rz +aiwi(l)n(((q - l)/ 
n,) - 1) + bi(n/ni) wi( 1) + uq. Moreover, ci = f 1, a, + Ei > 0, and we may 
assume si = 1 if t = 2. /i(l) = (q - 1)/2 implies that u = 0. 
Assume that t > 3, then n(((q - l)/ni) - 1) > (q - 1)/2 so that a, = 0. In 
this case, Theorem 1 [ 101 implies that /1 = (vilZi,JN. However, a careful 
reading of Sibley’s paper [ 10 J shows that he proved that P A G under these 
conditions. Therefore, t = 2 if G satisfies Hypothesis 1’. Now ci = 1 and 
/i(l) = (q - 1)/2 = n imply that ai = bi = u = 0, and vi(l) = 1. In particular, 
/i, is irreducible. Since /i is faithful, V is abelian. 
We next show that if K is a proper normal subgroup of G which contains 
V, then K = V. P is not cyclic. Thus, if (IKJ,p) = 1, then Theorem 5.3.16 151 
may be applied to the Sylow subgroups of K to show that K = V. If 
(I KI,p) # 1, then n = (q - 1)/2 implies that P c K. Therefore, K is a finite 
group with Sylow p subgroup P such that C,(x) = C,(P) for all x E P? 
Moreover, /i, is a faithful complex character of K of degree ji/, 1)/2. 
Since IKI < 16 Hypothesis 1 ‘(ii) implies that or 
K/Z(K) N PSL(2,I PI). H owever, the Frattini argument implies that G = NK. 
Hence, P 4 K. If K/Z(K) 21 PSL(2, I PI), then I N,(P)/C,(P)I = (1 P! - 1)/2 = 
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1 N/C,(P) I. However, C,(P) = C,(P) since PV E K. It follows that N c K. 
Now G = NK contradicts 1 K 1 < 1 GI. 
A, is irreducible and V is abelian. Therefore, the method of proof used in 
Lemma 2 [3] may be combined with the previous paragraph to show that 
V= Z(G) and G/Z(G) is simple. Thus, [4] now implies that p # 3. 
We summarize our results in the following proposition. 
PROPOSITION 1. Assume that G satisfies Hypothesis 1’. Then 
C,(P) = Z(G) X P, i N/Co(P)1 = (q - 1)/2, p # 3, A is an exceptional 
character, A, is irreducible character which is induced from a character of 
C,(P), and G/Z(G) is a simple group. 
2 
A group EP satisfies Hypothesis 2 if EP is a Frobenius group with kernel 
P, E is a non-abelian complement, (IPI, 3) = 1, and IEl = (IPI - 1)/2. 
Assume EP satisfies Hypothesis 2. E non-abelian and IEl = (I PI - 1)/2 
imply that P is a non-cyclic elementary abelian p group. 
LEMMA 2.1. Assume EP satisfies Hypothesis 2. If C is a cyclic normal 
subgroup of E, then there are positive integers a, b such that I Cl divides 
pa - 1 and IPI =pab. If C,(C) is not abelian, then b > 2. 
Proof Since P is an elementary abelian p-group, we may view P as a 
vector space V of order 1 PI over a field F where I Fl =p. Now 
I El = (I PI - 1)/2 implies that V is a faithful irreducible F[E ] module. Let W 
denote an irreducible F[C] module. Theorem 6.5 [6] implies that 
V = @Cf.= 1 Wi where the Wi are irreducible F[ Cl modules conjugate to W. 
Since C acts faithfully on W, I WI = pa = 1 + cl Cl. Moreover, PI = pub. If 
b = 1, then C acts irreducibly on V. Proposition 19.8 [9] implies that C,(C) 
is abelian. (T(q”) is defined on p. 229 of (91. It is direct to show that the 
subgroup of T(q”) consisting of linear transformations is abelian.) Therefore, 
b > 2 if C,(C) is non-abelian. 
If K is a group, let F(K) denote the Fitting subgroup of K. 
A Z-group is a group in which every Sylow subgroup is cyclic. Assume 
that E, is a subgroup of E and E, is a Z-group. The proof of Theorem 18.2 
[ 9 ] implies that E, = REA, where E; denotes the commutator subgroup of 
E,. Moreover, R and E/, are cyclic Hall subgroups of E,, R n E; = 1 and 
Z(E,) c R. F(E,) = Z(E,) X Eh, Z(E,) = R n F(E,), E,/F(E,) is isomorphic 
to a cyclic subgroup of Aut(E$ and every prime dividing IE,,/ELI divides 
/ Z(E,) (. This information will be used repeatedly in the following lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.2. If EP satisfies Hypothesis 2, then E is solvable. 
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Proof: We will will assume E is not solvable. Theorem 18.6 [9 1 implies 
that E contains a normal subgroup E, with 1 E/E,/ < 2 such that 
E, = K, X M, M is a Z-group of order relatively prime to 30, and 
K, ‘v SL(2,5). We may choose notation so that E = KM where 
(IKI,iMI)= 1, MAE, and K,sK. 
P non-cyclic and IPI = 2lEI + 1 imply that IMl# 1. Let F(M)= C and 
JM/F(M)I =j. Since M is a non-trivial Z-group of order relatively prime to 
30, 1 Z(M)1 > 7. It follows that I C/ > 14j if j f 1. C is a normal cyclic 
subgroup of E of odd order and C,(C) 2 K,. Therefore, Lemma 2.1 implies 
that there are integers a, b such that pa = 1 + 2c ICI, IPI =pab, and b > 2. 
We note that 1 + 2c I C/ # 15. Since /PI = 1 + 2 ) El, it follows that 
(2~lC~)~<IPI--1=2IK~jlCI<2~15j~C~. iCl>l4j if j# 1 and 
1 + 2c I Cl # 15 imply that b = 2. Since every prime dividing j divides 1 C/ 
and (pa- l,pa+ 1)=2, we see that pa- 1=2c’JMI. Moreover, 
21 KI = 4c’(c’ /MI + 1) where 1 KI = 120 or 240. Computations using the 
conditions on M now imply that (IMI, IPI) = (13, 792) or (119, (239)2) and 
/ KI = 240. 
Thus, E and in particular K is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL(2,p) 
where p = 79 or 239. Since p is not a factor of I KI = 240, this implies that K 
has a faithful complex representation of degree 2. But 2 = (5 - 1)/2 and 
240 = 24 . 3 . 5, so Brauer’s special theorem [l] applied to the prime 5 
implies that K, AK. This is a contradiction. 
Let Z, denote the Hall 2’ subgroup of Z(E). 
LEMMA 2.3. If EP satisfies Hypothesis 2 and F(E), is generalized 
quaternion, then one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
(i) 1 PI = 49 and E/Z(E) N A,. 
(ii) IPI = 472 and E = K x Z,, where IZ, I = 23, and K/Z(K) N S,. 
(iii) I PI = 232 and E = K x Z, , where I Z, I = 11, and K/Z(K) 1: A,. 
(iv) E has a normal cyclic subgroup of index 2. 
ProoJ If IP( = 49, then clearly (i) or (iv) is satisfied. We will assume 
I PI # 49. Let d be defined by IF(E),/ = 2d. The proof of Theorem 18.2 [9] 
provides the following information. E contains a normal subgroup E, such 
that E, is a Z-group and E, = C,(IV) where W is a characteristic subgroup 
of F(E)2. Let the index of E, in E be denoted by r. If d > 4, then ) WI > 8, W 
is cyclic, and r = 2. If d = 3, then I (E& 1 = 2, 41 r, r-1 24, and E/E,, is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of S,. 
Let C denote the Hall 2’ subgroup of F(E,). If I C( = 1 and d = 3, then 
1 PI = 1 + 4r. Since P is not cyclic, conditions on r imply that / PJ = 49. If 
JCJ= 1 and d>4, then E=E2,1El>24, and lPl= 1 +2’. Since P is not 
cyclic, 1 Cl # 1 if d > 4. Thus, we may assume I Cl # 1. Let j denote the order 
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of a Hall 2’ subgroup of E,/F(E,), then IE, 1 =jlE, Iz ) Cl. Since E, is a Z- 
group and 1 Cl f 1, I Cl * > 3j. Moreover, every prime dividing j divides 1 Cl. 
C is a cyclic normal subgroup of E, hence C E F(E). Since F(E) is non- 
abelian and 1 Cl is odd, Lemma 2.1 implies that there are integers a, b such 
that 2 ) Cl 1 pa - 1, IP( =pab, and b > 2. If b is divisible by an odd prime u, 
then IPI liv =pablv is an integer and C~~~(IPll;‘y’ is odd. It now follows 
from IPI = 1 +2JEl that 2lE,I ICI divides [PI”” - 1. In particular, 
2lE,I ICI < lPl1’3 - 1. However,r<(lE,I,r)3and2IEl=2rIE,),jlCInow 
imply that (2lE,I ICI)” < IPI - 1 < 2. 3lE,Ij(CI. This contradicts IC(* 2 3j. 
Thus, b is a power of 2 and I PI = p’“’ where I Cl I p”’ - 1. Since every prime 
dividing j divides IC/ and (p”‘ - 1,~” + 1) = 2, 2j /C/ divides p” - 1. 
(PI = 1 + 2rlE,I, jlC/ and r= (I, IE21)(r, 3) now imply that pa’ + 1 divides 
(13 3) I& I. 
If p”’ + 1 1) E, (, then p”’ = 3 (mod 4) so it follows that p”’ + 1 = I E, I = 2”. 
But 1 +pa’ = 2” implies that a’ = 1, whence IPI =p2. If d > 4, then I WI > 8 
so that I Wl[p - 1. However, W is a normal cyclic subgroup of E. Since 
IPI =pz and I Wl[p - 1, Lemma 2.1 implies that C,(W) = E, is abelian if 
d> 4. In particular, E, is cyclic and r = 2 if d> 4 so that (iv) is satisfied. If 
d= 3 andp”’ + 1 = IE21, then lEzl = 8 or 16 implies that IPI = 49. 
Thus, we may assume p”’ + 1 I (3, r) I E, I where (r, 3) = 3. Therefore d = 3 
and we assume that I PI # 49. It now follows from pa’ + 1) 3 (E,I that 
pa’ = 1 + 2c, ICI j where (c,, 2) = 1. In particular, pa’ + 1 = 3 jE,I. Since 
I E,I = 16 or 8, it follows that (I PI, I Cl j) = (47*, 23) or (23*, 11). Therefore, 
E is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL(2,p) where p = 47 or 23. Conditions 
(ii) or (iii) now easily follow from the structure of E and GL(2, p) for p = 47 
or 23. 
LEMMA 2.4. Assume EP satisfies Hypothesis 2 and F(E), is cyclic. Let 
u = I E/F(E) 1, then the following conditions are satisfied. 
(i) E = HD where (IHI, IDJ) = 1, D is the Hall 2’ subgroup of E’ 
where E’ denotes the commutator subgroup of E’. D is cyclic and H is 
nilpotent. F(E) = (H n F(E)) X D and H n F(E) 2 Z(E). Every prime 
dividing u divides I Z(E) I. 
(ii) IPI =pud. 
(iii) If R is a subgroup of E which properly contains F(E), then there 
are integers a, 6, where b > 2, IC,,,,(R)I Ip” - 1 and IPI =pnb. If v is a 
prime dividing b, then I C,,,,(R)! u/(u, u) divides IPI I” - 1. 
(iv) E/F(E) is cyclic. If E, is generalized quaternion, then u = 2u, 
where u, is an odd positive integer. 
Proof: (i) If E, is cyclic, then (i) follows since E is a Z group. 
Therefore, we may assume that E, is generalized quaternion. The proof of 
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Theorem 8.2 191 implies that E/F(E) is abelian, F(E) is cyclic, and E has a 
normal subgroup E, such that E/E,, is of type 2 or (2,2). Further, E, is a Z 
group, E, 2 F(E), and (E& = F(E)*. S’ mce E, is a Z-group, E, = AE;, A 
and EA are cyclic, (1 A 1, / EA I) = 1, and Z(E,) s A. It follows that E; is a Hall 
subgroup of E of odd order. 
Let R be a Hall m subgroup of E where m = 1 E/EhI. Let R, be a Hall 2’ 
subgroup of R. If R” = R f7 E,, then notation may be chosen so that z = A. 
Then, R, is the cyclic normal 2’ subgroup of K. Hence R 1 is a cyclic normal 
subgroup of R. Since every Sylow subgroup of R, is cyclic, Theorem 5.2.3 
[S] implies that R, = C,,(R,‘) x [R2, R,] where R, is a Sylow 2 subgroup of 
R. Let H = R, CR2(Rl) and D = [R,, R,] EA. By construction H is nilpotent, 
(I HI, ) 01) = 1, and E = HD. Moreover, H nilpotent implies that E’ = H; x D 
where H; denotes the commutator subgroup of H,. The remaining 
statements in (i) follow directly from the construction of H and D and 
properties of Frobenius complements. 
(ii) Since E is solvable and non-abelian, E/F(E) is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of Aut(F(E)/Z(E)). Therefore, u < (IF(E)/Z(E)I - 1) < 
IF(E)j/2- 1. L emma 2.1 implies that there are positive integers a, b such 
that IPI =poh and IF(E) 1 I pa - 1 since F(E) is cyclic. Now I Ei = u IF(E) I 
implies that IF(E < IPI - 1 = 24F(E)I < 2(IF(E)l/2 - l)(F(E)I, whence 
b= 1. 
We may view P as a vector space of order pa. Proposition 19.8 [ 91 implies 
that E is isomorphic to a subgroup of T(pa). Moreover, C,(F(E)) is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of T, where T, is the subgroup of T(p”) consisting 
of linear transformations. Using the definition of T(p”) on p. 229 of 191, we 
see that ?‘1 is abelian and T(p’)/T, 1 = a. Since E is solvable 
C,(F(E)) = F(E). Therefore, T, abelian implies that I E/F(E) I = u divides a. 
Therefore, 1 PI = pa = pud. 
(iii) For ease of notation, let C = C,(,,(R), then C is a normal cyclic 
subgroup of E. (F(E) is cyclic.) Since R properly contains F(E) and E is 
solvable, R is non-abelian. Therefore, Lemma 2.1 implies there are integers 
a, b, such that I CII pa - 1, b > 2, and PI =pab. 
Let u be a prime divisor of 6. If 2; divides u, let h be defined by u = huj 
where (h, v) = 1 and j> 1. It follows from (i) and (ii) of this lemma that 
IPI =phdt,j and jE,.j 2 ~j+ ‘. Now phd”’ = 1 (mod vj+ ‘) and elementary 
number theory imply that p hd = 1 (mod v). It follows that 
lpll/t, =phdtJ 1 _ 1 (mod vj). In particular, (u, I E,. I) divides : P/l” -- 1. 
jPl=pab and jCIlp”- 1 imply that iC( lIPI”“- 1 if v is aprimedivisor 
of 6. (cj’-d (IP!“‘)j, /PI”” - 1) divides ZI. Hence, if (/E,,,(, u) > v*, the 
previous paragraph and IP’ = 1 t 2lEI = 1 + 2ulF(E)j imply that 
((u, lE,.))IC,I/v) 1 iPJ1’r -. 1. If (IE,.I, u) < z), this result follows trivially. If I:’ 
is a prime unequal to v which divides u, then part (i) implies that 
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]Z(E),,] # 1. In particular, (CU.] # I so ((P(“‘- 1, 2;:: (]P]““y’)]v implies 
that ]CJu, ]E,,])] ]P]“‘- 1. Part (iii) follows. 
(iv) Part (iv) follows immediately from (i) unless E, is generalized 
quaternion. As noted in the proof of (i), if E, is quaternion, then EJF(E)* is 
of type 2 or (2, 2). It is sufficient o show that the latter case may not occur. 
We will assume that E,/F(E), is of type (2, 2), whence u = 4u, where U, is 
an odd integer. 
Let L = F(E) E, , and let Ri, i = 1, 2, 3, denote the distinct subgroups of 
index 2 in L which contain F(E). Let Ci = CF(,,(Ri) for i = 1, 2, 3. E, 
generalized quaternion, F(E) cyclic and L/F(E) of type (2, 2) imply that 
F(E), E Ci for some i and ] CFtEj2 (Rj), = 2 if j # i. Let F, denote a Sylow r 
subgroup of F(E) where r # 2. Since F, is cyclic and L/F(E) is of type 
(2, 2), Theorems 5.3.16 and 5.3.2 of [S] imply that F,. c Ci for some i. 
Moreover, if r) (I C,J, 1 C,]) w h ere i#j, then jr’,/ ) ) C,(,,(L)I. Let k denote the 
order of the Hall 2’ subgroup of C,{,,(L), then JC,c,,(L)I = 2k. It follows 
that IF( = nfI 1 (C,1/(2k)‘. M oreover, ]P] - 1 = 2 IEl= 8u,lF(E)I so we 
obtain 
]P]-l= 
2uln’. 1 jCii 
k* . (2.4.1) 
We choose notation so that ] C, I > ] C, ] > 1 C, I. Since Ri properly contains 
F(E), part (iii) implies that there are integers air bi for i = 1, 2, 3 such that 
]Ci( Ipa’- 1, IPI=paibi, and bi>2. 
If t: is an odd prime divisor of b, , then ]P] 1/c is an integer and 
IPI - l/]P]“L‘- 1 is odd. It follows from 2 IE I = ]P] - 1 and part (iii) that 
(2u,IE,IIC,I/(u1, u)(jE,I, ]C,]))] )P]“‘- 1. Therefore (2.4.1) implies that 
(2u~lE211C~ll(uI~v)(lE21~lC11)+ 1)“,<1+2uIII? IICillk2* However, 
every prime divisor of u, divides IZ(E)I, and hence divides k. Therefore, 
niL1 ICil/k* < IC113/(uI, u>~* Now u > 3 implies a contradiction, Therefore, 
6, is a power of 2. 
We are assuming that u = 4u,. 
(IC,i~,4/2)l IW - 1. 
Hence, it follows from part (iii) that 
Now (] C, I, 2) = 2 implies that ]P]“’ = 1 (mod 4), whence (]P]“’ + 1)/2 is 
odd. Equality (2.4.1) now implies that (]P] “2 + 1)/2 divides I C,] ( C, I/k’. If 
bj is a power of 2 for i= 2 or 3, then )Ci] divides JPJ1’2 - 1 so that 
((I P] “2 + 1)/2, ] Ci I/k) = 1. If vi is an odd prime divisor of bi, then ]P( ‘jui is 
an integer and ] Ci ] ( ] P] “Q - 1. However, ((]P]“2 + 1)/2, ]&‘]‘I’!‘- 1) divides 
(IPI 
l/*-'/L'i+ 1),/z and (JpJ1/* l/vi + 1)/2 < ((IPI1’6 + 1)/2). It follows that 
(jPl1’2 + 1)/2 = ((IPI1’2 + 1)/2, ]C,] I C,j/k2) < ((IP/1’6 + 1)/2)2. This is a 
contradiction. 
In order to show that there are no groups G satisfying Hypothesis I’, it is 
necessary to obtain some information about the irreducible characters of 
481”99’l 2 
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EP/P where EP satisfies Lemma 2.4. The remaining lemma in this section 
will be of great use. 
Assume EP satisfies Hypothesis 2. Let G? denote the set of irreducible 
characters of EPIP. If x,,, E %?, let x, denote the degree of x,,, and s, denote 
the number of algebraic conjugates of x,,,. 
LEMMA 2.5. Assume EP satisfies Hypothesis 2, and F(E), is cyclic. Let 
(E/F(E)1 = u. 
(i) If x,,, E &, then x,, = [“, C is a linear character of R, and R is a 
subgroup of PE containing F(E) P. In particular, x, 1 u. 
(ii) If xm E %? and det x,,,, = l,, then Z, G kerx,,, where Z, denotes 
the Hall 2’ subgroup of Z(E). 
(iii) Let t, denote the number of distinct primes dividing u, and let 
V’ = (x,,lx,,, E g’, and 1 < x, < u). Then 
y7x’(# iflPj=pud and (ud,2)=1 
-F 
< 4LIEI 
’ IPI” 
if IPI =pud and (ud, 2) = 2. 
(iv) If IEl is odd, let @={(~,,,(x~E~,detx~(E= lE,x,=u, and 
s, = 2). Either S? is empty or @ contains exactly two characters and 1 + 2u 
is a prime dividing (E I. 
Proof: The set 5?? may be viewed as the set of irreducible characters of E. 
For ease of exposition, we shall adopt this view in this proof. 
(i) Lemma 2.4 implies that E/F(E) and F(E) are cyclic. Let 3’(O) 
denote the inertial group of 0 where 0 is a character of F(E). Theorems 9.11 
and 9.12 121 imply there are linear characters 0 and [ of F(E) and 3(O), 
respectively, such that x,,, = <” and && = 0. (Clearly, x,,, = <“’ if we let 
R =3(O) P.) 
(ii) We assume that det x,,, = 1,. Part (i) implies that x,,, = [” where [ 
is a linear character of R and R 2 F(E). Let H be the subgroup defined in 
Lemma 2.4(i), then R = (Hn R) D. Let Z, denote the Hall 2’ subgroup of 
Z(E). A complete set of right coset representatives of R in E may be taken 
from H and H is nilpotent. Hence, if v is a prime dividing IZ, (, then H, is 
cyclic and xmlR, = x,&,. Let H, = (w), R, = (w,) and ker CR,, = (w,). Since 
H is nilpotent, xrnlH, is a character of Hu/(w2). Let a and b be defined by 
va = I w/(wi)I and vb = ~(wl)/(wz)l. Det xm is multiplicative and 
Z(E), c (w,). Therefore, it is sufficient o show that b = 0. 
Lemma 2.4 and part (i) of this lemma imply that x, = I E/R I = zf’c where 
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(v, c) = 1. Let K denote the image of a subset K of H, in HV/(w2). We 
choose notation so that p(g) = a where a is a primitive vatbth root of unity, 
~(tii) = ((wi) and pi, for i = l,..., uutb, is a full set of irreducible characters 
of (W). If a = 0, then 1 = det x,(wi) = ([(w,))’ and (c, V) = 1 imply that 
[(w,)= 1 so that b=O. If a> 1, thenX,,H,--R,=O andXm,R,,=xm~R,imply 
that XmlH, = c -jy;l pl +ju*, Therefore, 1 = &t x,(w) = ~c(“atuntb(“a-‘)‘2) 
Now (c, u) = 1 and u odd imply that au’ = I so that b = 0. 
(iii) Let {ul ,..., v!,} denote the set of distinct primes dividing U. 
Lemma 2.4(iv) implies that for i = l,..., t, there is exactly one subgroup Ri of 
E such that Ri 2 F(E) and [R, : F(E)] = ui. If x,,, E Q’, then part (i) of this 
lemma implies that xm = t;” where [ is a linear character of R, and R is a 
subgroup of E properly containing F(E). Hence, R 2 R, for some i. Since [ is 
linear, ( [Ri, F(E)]) E ([R, F(E)]) G ker [. The uniqueness of Ri now implies 
that ([Ei, F(E)]) c ker x,,,. 
Let gi denote the set of irreducible characters of E/( [Ri, F(E)]). The 
previous paragraph implies that Q’ G (Jfr 1 GBi. We obtain 
z x’, < t, max I lE’ /i=l,..., t,l. I ([F(E)y Ril>l (2.51) 
Let Ci = C,(,,(R,) for i = l,..., t,. Since F(E) is cyclic, F(E) = Ci X 
[F(E), R,] if vi is odd or ui = 2 and E, is cyclic. If ui = 2 and E, is 
generalized quaternion, then Lemma 2.4(iv) implies that 
I([W),,R,I)l =lVMP and lC,,,,,WI=2. Therefore, IW%l= 
) ([F(E),, R,]) ] ] C,&Ri)J. If F, denotes the Hall 2’ subgroup of F(E), then 
F, = [R,, F, ] x C,,(Ri). Since F(E) is nilpotent, it follows that 
1 F(E) ] = ( Cij 1 ([(F(E), R i]) 1. Thus, for i = l,..., t, we obtain 
IFI= 1 + 2 ‘El= 1 + 21.4 ICil I([Ri,F(E)]))* 
For i= 1 ,..., t,, Lemma 2.4(iii) implies that there are integers ai, bi, with 
bi > 2, such that 1 Ci] ] pai - 1 and I PI =pafbi. If u is an odd prime dividing 
bi, then IPI”” is an integer and ]P] - l/(]P]“” - 1) is odd. It follows from 
Lemma 2.4(iii) and ]P] = 1 + 2 IE] that 2(Ci]u/(u, u) divides IF]“” - 1. The 
previous paragraph now implies that I (RivF(E)I)I Z (IPI - I)/ 
(24, u)(‘P’l’” - 1) > Ipy’3/3 ‘f 1 u is an odd prime dividing bi. If 2( bi, then 
Lemma 2.4(iii) implies that (1 C,] u/(u, 2)) ] IF]“* - 1. The previous 
paragraph implies that 4 1 (Ri, F(E)]) I > ]P 1”’ + 1. If ud is divisible by 2 and 
u where u is an odd prime, then ]P]2’3/3 > IF] ‘I*/4 Part (iii) now follows 
from (2.5.1). 
(iv) If xm E Q with x, = U, then part (i) of this lemma implies that 
Xm = rE where [ is a faithful linear character of F(E)/ker [. Let 
g= jF(E)/ker {I. S ince F(E) is cyclic, ker < is the unique subgroup of index g 
in F(E). Hence, if x,,,, E %Y with x,,,, = U, xm, = (I;‘)“, where [’ is a faithful 
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linear character of F(E)/ker [‘, and /F(E)/ker c’ 1 = iF(E)/ker [I, then [’ and 
< are algebraic conjugates. Therefore, xrn and xrn, are algebraic conjugates. 
Let g= 0:’ . . . V: denote the factorization of g into distinct prime powers 
where ri > 1 for i = l... s. Let 4 denote the Euler function. Since [” is 
irreducible of degree U, 4(g) = ru. It follows that xm = <” has r distinct 
algebraic conjugates so that r = s,. 
If 1 E 1 is odd and x, = U, then d(g) is even and ug is odd. In particular, s, 
is even. If xm E @, then s, = 2 implies that 2~ =4(g) = nr., u;-’ (vi - 1). 
Det x, = l,, x, = u, and part (iii) imply that (g, u) = 1. Now gu odd 
implies that s = 1 and g = U, = 1 + 2~. Part (iv) follows from the previous 
paragraph. 
3 
Throughout this section we assume ‘that G is a group of minimal order 
such that G satisfies the hypothesis but not the conclusion of Theorem 1. 
Therefore, G satisfies Hypothesis 1’ with C,(P) = P. We use the notation of 
Section 1. It follows from Section 1 that N = EP is a Frobenius group where 
/El = n, I PI = q = 2n + 1 and G is simple. Therefore, N = EP satisfies 
Hypothesis 2. It follows from the results in Section 2 that N satisfies Lemma 
2.3 or 2.4. G will be said to satisfy Hypothesis 3 if N = EP satisfies Lemma 
2.4. In particular, if n is odd, then G satisfies Hypothesis 3. 
If n is even and E, is cyclic, let E, = (y). If /I is a faithful irreducible 
character of E,, then p(y) = a where a is a primitive I E, (th root of unity, 
and /3’, i= l,.... I&], is the full set of irreducible characters of E,. 
Proposition 1 implies that n,V is induced from a non-principal character of 
C,(P) = P. It follows that nE2 = /E/E, 1 C!“:l pi, whence det /i(y) = 
a(~s~~‘z)(‘E~’ ’ I) ‘E’E~’ = - 1. This contradicts Proposition 1. Therefore, E, is 
generalized quaternion if n is even. 
The following description of the irreducible characters of N and G is based 
on Leonard [7]. We also use the fact that AM is irreducible and 2n = q - 1. 
N has exactly two irreducible characters L and I’ which are induced from 
non-principal characters of P. Let g denote the set of the remaining 
irreducible characters of N. If x,,, E g’, then P c ker x,,,. Since /1,, is 
irreducible, we may assume /1, = 1. There is another exceptional character 
A’ such that /ih = A’. Let D denote the set of all non-exceptional irreducible 
characters of G which do not vanish on P#. If X, E D, then X,(y) = d, for 
all y E p# and d, is a non-zero integer. All other irreducible characters of G 
vanish on p#. 
If xi E @‘, let xj = ~~(1). Following Leonard’s work [ 7 1, for X, E D we 
define integers emrfmjr and f, by (X,,,, A”) = em, (X,,$) =fpnj, and 
f, = CV fmjxj. The argument in [ 71 implies that (X,, (A’)“) = e,. Since G 
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is simple, e,> 1 ifX,# 1,. Since A, = I and Ah = A’, the argument in [ 71 
also implies the following equalities: 
fm=e,+d,, 
x d, fmj = xj, 
D 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
x xj’ = n, (3.3) 
w 
x d, f,,, = n; 
D 
(3.4) 
xd;=n. 
D 
(3.5) 
LEMMA 3.1. Let A={X,,,IX,ED,d,>O, and X,#l,} and let B= 
{X,lX, E D, 6, < 01. 
(i) If X, E B, then fmi = 0, for all j and X,( 1) = -2d,n. Moreover, 
CAfmdm=n- 1. 
(ii) Let R = C&4/i, X,) X,,,, then there are non-negative integers w, 
w’, r, r’ such that 
A~=l,+~d,,,X,+wA+w’A’+R, 
A 
Atil=-~d,,,X,,,+rA+r’A’+R. 
R 
Moreover, w + w’ = r + r’ - 1. 
(iii) CA (e, - d,) d, + w + w’ + AJAX, X,) 2 1 d, I= 0. 
Proof: Let xj E g. Both A and A’ vanish off P and P c ker xj. It follows 
that (A.~~, xj) = 0 and (AI, xj) = xi. Therefore, (A&, x,) = (A.j’, xj) = 0 and 
(A,&, xi) = xj. Hence, if T is an irreducible character of G such that 
(A4 ‘, 7) # 0, then (T, ~7) = 0. 
(i) Statement (2.1) [7] implies that -d,X,,, c A?’ if d, < 0. It follows 
that fmj = 0 if d, < 0. Equality (3.1) now implies that X,( 1) = -2d,n if 
X,,, E B. Equality (3.4) implies CA d, f, = n - 1. 
(ii) Let X, E A, then e, > 1 and (3.1) imply that fmj > 0 for some j. 
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Therefore, (/i/i’, X,) = 0. Now the equation preceding (2.1) [7] implies 
(AJ, X,) = d,. Let T be an irreducible character which vanishes on P#. 
T, = (T A”>@ + 2’) + C&T, xi”) & implies that 
Therefore, (AZ, T) = 0. Since AA -AZ 
(T, 1”) = ‘&.JT, ~7) xj. 
vanishes off conjugates of P# and 
T vanishes on conjugates of P”, (A& r) = (AT, 7’) = 0. Statement (2.2) [7] 
implies w + w’ = r + r’ - 1. Statement (2.1) [7] implies that 
(AT, X,) = (Ali, X,) - d, for X,,, E B. Part (ii) now follows. 
(iii) Since A(1) = n, (i) and (ii) imply that n2 = 1 + 
CAd,(2e,n+f,)+(w+w’)n+C, 2ld,,,I(~~,~,)n. CAdmfm=n-l, 
whence 12 - 1 = C,., 2d,e, + (w + w’) + Ce 2(AA, X,,,) 1 d, I. Now 2e, = 
f,, + e, - d, implies that CA 2d,,,e, = CA d,(e, - d,) + CA f,d,,, = CA 
d,(em - d,) + n - 1. Part (iii) follows. 
Let A, = (X,1X, E A and d, > e,]. A large portion of this section is 
devoted to showing that A, is empty. If A, is empty, a short argument 
similar to that used in [3] may be used to prove Theorem 1. 
Assume A, is not empty. Lemma 3.1(i) implies that d, > 0 if fmj # 0. 
Therefore, (3.2) implies that xj >fmjdm. Let X, E A,, then (3.1) implies 
2d, > f, = Cqfmjxj > JJ@ f ijd,,, . It follows that there is exactly one xj E %Y 
such that fmj # 0. Moreover, fmj = 1 and d, > xj/2. Hence, (3.2) implies that 
ifX,,EA,-{X,},thenf,,j=Oiff,i=l.ForX,EA,, letxmdenotethe 
xj E %? such that fmj # 0. Let g1 be the set of such xm. There is a l-l 
correspondence between X,,, E A, and x, E q,, and X,,,,, = e,(n + 2’) + xm. 
Therefore, X,,,,, = 2e,p, + x,,,,, where pE denotes the regular character of E. 
It is direct to show that det 2p, = 1,. Proposition 1 implies that det 
X, = 1,. It follows that det xmlE = 1,. We have shown 
If X, and x,,, are corresponding characters in A, and @, , (3.6) 
then d, + e, = x, = f,,,, d, > x,,,/2, and det x,,,, = 1,. 
If xm E g,, then e, > 1 implies that x, > 3. If g! is non-empty, let k be 
defined by Ca, f i = J&, xf,=(n-2)/k. Let Y=max{d,/e,IX,,,EA,}. If 
A, is empty, then let y = 1. Equation (3.1) implies 
4,,<$ and 4, - em 
em 
<Y-l if X, E A,. (3.7) 
If G satisfies Hypothesis 3, let 1 E/F(E)1 = U. Lemma 2.4 implies that 
I PI =pud and every odd prime dividing u divides 1 Z, 1 where Z, denotes the 
Hall 2’ subgroup of Z(E). E, is generalized quaternion if n is even. Thus, 
Lemma 2.4(iv) implies that u = 2u, where U, is odd if n is even. If n is odd, 
then ud is odd. Assume that A, is non-empty and G satisfies Hypothesis 3. 
Let x,,, E V,, then Lemma 2.5 and (3.6) imply that x,1 u, x, > 3, and x,,, is a 
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character of N/Z, P. It follows that u/(u, ]E, ]) > 3 and ) Z, ( 2 3 if A, is non- 
empty. We have shown 
if G satisfies Hypothesis 3. (3.8) 
LEMMA 3.2. Let r be defined by r= {x[xE G- UG(P#)g}. The 
following conditions are satisfied. 
6) Ifx E r, then IA(x)l < 1 + CA 4,,f,X,&YX,(l). 
(ii> Ll~(x)l’ < i&f*(x) + (1+CA,(d,fm(d,-em)lemn))(lGln/2q) 
< C,JYx)+ (1 +Y(Y- W + WWln/W 
(iii) Let r’ = {X~XE T, l/i(x)1 f 0, 1). If y= 1, then n is odd and 
Z” = { l}, Zfr # 1, then &,A’(x) < (y - 1) y2n ] G(/2k(y + 1)‘q. 
Proof. An argument similar to that used in [3] implies that /i(x) =/I(x) 
and /i(x) is an integer if x E IY Therefore, ,&/i(x) /i(x) = 
&i’(x) = ~&qT). 
(i) Let xErandyEP#, then 1 +~AUBX,,,(~)Xm(y)+A(x)A(y)+ 
n’(x) A’(y) = 0. It follows that 
/i(x) -c 4,$,(x) = 1 + x d,X,(x) if x E r. 
B A 
(3.2.1) 
If x1,x2,x3 E G, then let c,,,.~,,~ denote the number of ordered pairs 
(Xi’, x!z) such that xi1 xg2 -2 x3. Let y and y’ E P’ where y’ is not conjugate 
to y - ‘. If x&r, then Eq. (2.15) [2] implies that 
yy~ ,-,=wa c. ‘, q2 x 
and c,,~,,~~, = 
where 
a,=l+ 1 &J&) + (9 - nMx> 
A UB XAl) n 
and 
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Lemma 3.1 implies that if X, E B, then X,( 1) = -2d,n. Therefore, (3.2.1) 
yields 
Equation (3.1) implies that 1/2rz + d,/X,( 1) =f,,,q/2nX,( 1) if X,,, E A. 
G$,&&)/X,&)) = (Wn)(q - n(x) + 
P = Wn)(l - A(x) + 
cx: (q/l$l :2:x) + xc, (dmfmXm(x)/Xm( 1))). 
Now p, > 0, ax > 0, and /l(x) an integer imply (i). 
(ii) Lemma 3.l(ii) implies that (Al, X,) = d, if X,,, E A. Hence, 
‘J&J~(x) x,(x) = d,(qn - n’) implies that Cr /1 ‘(x) X,,,(x) = 1 G 1 d, n/q. 
Part (i) now yields 
(3.2.2) 
If X,,, E A, then equality (3.1) implies that 
dkfTm < 4Jm(dm - em) + d, f, em 
X,(l) 2e, n 
Lemma 3.1 (i) and d, < e, for X,,, E A - A, now imply that 
c L!L?L<~:-- d2 f 4, fm +.x 6 f,(& - em> 
A xm(1) A 2n A 2e,n 
n-l 
<- +?' 4nfmHn-em) 
2n tiy 2e,n * 
Therefore, (3.2.2) now yields 
~lA(x)13 <-&i’(x)+ 1 +c d”“:n-emy$ 
r r ( Al m 
If X,EA,, then (3.7) implies that d, f,(d, - e,)/e, n ,< 
(y - 1) yf L/(y + 1) n. It follows that 
Therefore, (ii) is proved. 
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(iii) If X, E A, then (3.1) implies that X,(l) = 2e,n +f, = 
f,(n + 1) + (e, - d,) n. It follows that 
fm 1 (4, - em) n 
x,0= n+ 1 +x,(l)@+ 1)’ 
Moreover, if x E r, then 
.Ld,X,(x) _ 424,,(x) +4AkW, -em> n 
X*(l) - n+ 1 X,U)(n + 1) . 
Therefore, if x E r, then Lemma 3.1 (ii) implies that 
=-& n’(x)-(w+w’)(I(x)+n-R(x) ( 
It now follows from part (i) of this lemma that 
In(x)~(~+l)Gn+n’(x)-(w+~‘)~(x)-R(x)+\‘d,(d~~e~~~X.(x). 
A m 
Since (n - IA(x)I)(IA(x)j - 1) = (n + 1)1,4(x)1 - n -A’(x), we may use the 
previous inequality to obtain 
(n-~A(X)~)(~A(X)~-1)+(W+W’)A(X)+R(x)+ x (@irjlp(X)n 
A-A, m 
< \‘ (4, - em> 4&Xx) ‘i Al X,(l) * 
Now A’(x) = Al(x) > 0 for x E r implies that 
x (n - I4x)l)(l~(x)l- I)Aii(x’+~ (w + w’>A’(x) 
r 
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It was shown in part (ii) that Cr X,(x) Al(x) = d, ( G 1 n/q if X, E A. If 
X,,, E A -A I, then e, - d, > 0, and (3.1) imply that& ,< 2e,. In particular, 
X,( 1) < e,(q + 1) if X, E A - A,. It follows that 
(3.2.4) 
If X,,, E A i , then (3.7) implies that 
dAd,-em) < n(r- l)& < (Y- W2fi, 
X,(l) 2n ’ 2(y+ l)* . 
Since y = 1 if A, is empty, we obtain 
xx nXAx> ~~Cx> d,(d, - 4 < 0 - 1) y*n IGI Jy f2 ~~ r X,(l) ’ w+ l12q t m 
= (Y--~)Y~IW-~)~ 
qy + l)*kq * (3.2.5) 
-- -- 
If X, E B, then CP, A/ix,(y) = (qn - n’) d, implies that C&IX,(x) = 
(AA,X,)IGI+Id,I(n+ l)IGl/q. It follows that 
~A/iR(x)>(R,R)IGI>O. (3.2.6) 
I 
If n is odd and y E P#, then A/i(y) = Ax(y) = (n + 1)/2. Hence, w = W’ 
and we obtain 
&i3(x)(~+~‘)=2w2/Gl+ 
(n+ l)wlGl >. 
9 , if n is odd. (3.2.7) 
r 
If n is even, then AJ’(y) = U’(y) = -n/2 for y E Pg. It follows that 
r = r’ in Lemma 3.l(ii). Since Lemma 3.1 implies that w + W’ = 2r - 1, we 
see that r > 1. It follows that 
rIGIn y 2rA’(x) = x hT’(x)(r/l+ rp)(x) = 2r2 (G( - 4. 
r 
Now r >, 1 implies that 
nlGl ~n3(x)~rlGI-Iq~(3n+2)IGI > IGl3 
I 2q 4’ 
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Since w + w’ = 2r - 1 > 1, we obtain 
3 IGI C(WfW’)A3(X)>T if n is even. 
r 
(3.2.8) 
Inequalities (3.2.3)-(3.2.8) now yield 
IGI ((RR)+ 2~’ + &; 1) A; d’(e;;dm)) 
I 
+ ; (IA( - I)(n - IA(X)()ALqX) ,< y2(y (y :’ yg;- 2, 
if n is odd, 
3lGI 
-q-- +c (IA(x)l - l>(n - Ikqx)I)mx) < 
Y*(Y-~)IGI+-~) 
r (Y+ 1)*2kq 
if n is even. (3.2.9) 
Assume y = 1. Since &4(x)( - I)(n - l/i(x)()/iJ(x) > 0 for x E r, (3.2.9) 
implies that n is odd. Moreover, e, > d,,, for X,,, E A - A i now implies that 
(IA( - l)(n - In(X)l)nx(x) = 0 f or all x E G. Proposition 1 now implies 
that r’ = { 11. 
For the rest of this proof we assume y # 1. The conditions on G imply that 
(G\=nq(rq + 1) where r> 1. Thus, /i (1) = n implies that ( G(/4 > 
(n-2)A2(l). If xEr’-{I}, then (J/i(x))- l)(n-I/l(x)l)>n-2 since G 
is simple. It follows that ) G/4 + C@l(x)) - l)(n - IA(x)]) /lJ(x) > (n - 2) 
Cr,n2(x). Hence, (3.2.9) implies that JJ,.,A’(x) < IGl(y- 1) y2n/ 
2(y + l)*kq unless n is odd and (R, R) + 2~’ = 0. 
We may assume n is odd and (R, R) t 2w2 = 0. If 
(n-2)/12(1) < q;lt”;, ( \’ d:(e;-d-‘) ) 
A%, m 
then (3.2.9) and an argument similar to that used in the preceding paragraph 
will again imply that ,?$A*(x) < ] Gl(y - 1) y2n/2(y t l)*kq. Therefore, we 
assume that 
(n-2)n*=(n-2)/1*(1)> qFy;) K di(e;-dm! 
A AI m 
Since w = w’ if n is odd, Lemma 3.l(iii) and (R, R) = w = 0 now imply 
that CA--B ,(e, - d,,,) d,,, = CA, d,,,(d, - e,) > 2. Therefore, there is a 
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Xm, E A -A, such that em, > dmO. It follows that (em0 - d,,,J d,je,,j > {. 
Therefore, (3.2.9) and e, > d, for X, E A -A 1 imply that 
IGIn* 7 
4(4 + 1) .Aj 
&Ae, - 4) > I G! 4,g2 
em ’ WI + 1)’ 
Thus, (n - 2)A*(l) > 1 GI dmon2/2q(q + 1) implies that /Cl = nq(q + I), and 
d,O = 1. Now em0 > 2, and equality (3.1) imply that XmO(l) = 2yel10 + 
em0 + 1 = emOq + 1. Since Xi,( 1) < I G(, . em, < n. However, X,J 1) divides 
nq(q + 1). Clearly, (q + 1, e,,q + 1) dlvtdes em, - 1, (2nem0 +em, + 1, n) 
divides em, + 1, and (X,Jl), q) = 1. It follows that (emO- l)(e,, + 1) > 
emOq + 1. This contradicts em, < n. 
COROLLARY 3.3. G satisfies Hypothesis 3. If n is even, then 
IE/F(E)I = 224, is odd, u, > 3, and y > 4. 
Proof: G satisfies Hypothesis 3 if n is odd. Therefore, we will assume n 
is even. 
Recall that A(x) is an integer if x E lY Let I’+ = {XIX E r and A(x) > 1 } 
and r- = {xlx~r and A(x)<--l}. (A, l,)=O, @,A)= 1, and A,=,4 
imply that -XI- I/l(x)1 + Cr,IA(x)) = IGl/q and Cr IA(x)[* + C,-+ A’(x) = 
I G I n/q. Subtracting the first equality from the second yields 
T (IA( + IA(x +; (A*(x) - I~(x>l) = ‘G’c”4- l). (3.3.1) 
I 
Clearly Cr+(A*(x) - l/i(x)/) < C,., A’(x) where r’ is defined in Lemma 
3.2(iii). Therefore, Lemma 3.2(iii) implies that 
lGl~*(y- l>n IGIAY- l>n 
x kf2(4 - In(x)0 < (y + 1)2 2kq < 
I’ * (‘/+1)2kq + 
Now J$ (IA(x + IA(x)]) < 2x, IA(x and (3.3.1) imply 
IGltn- 1) IG;Y(Y- l>n 2x p(x)/3 > q - 
I‘. (Y+l)wl . 
(3.3.2) 
It was shown in the proof of Lemma 3.2(iii) that CrA3(x) > ((3n + 2)/ 
2q) ) G/ if n is even. It follows that Cr + 111 “(x)1 > ((3n + 2)/2q) ! GI + 
Cr IA( whence JJA3(x)I > ((3n + 2)/2q) IGJ + 2 Cr ~A(x),~. Lemma 
3.2(ii), &/i’(x) = 1 GI n/q, and (3.3.2) now imply that 
(3n+2))Gl+ lGl(n-1) IG)(y-1)~ IGl3n +lGI~ti--1)h 
2q 4 - 
<- 
WY+ l)q % 2q+ 1)q . 
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We obtain 
Y(Y-1) >1 
p/+ l)k * 
(3.3.3) 
If N/P = EP/P contains a normal cyclic subgroup of index 2, then 
Theorems 9.11 and 9.12 [2] imply that every character in V has degree 1 or 
2. However, (3.6) implies that A, is empty in this case and this contradicts 
(3.3.3). Hence, if G does not satisfy Hypothesis 3, then N = EP satisfies 
Lemma 2.3(i), (ii), or (iii). 
If Lemma 2.3(i) is satisfied, then direct computation implies that { 1, 1, 1, 
3, 2, 2, 2) is the set of degrees of characters in %Y. It follows that A, = (X,} 
where f, = 3, d, = 2 and y = 2. Moreover, f i = 9 implies that k = 2219. 
Substitution in (3.3.3) provides a contradiction. 
Assume Lemma 2.3(ii) or (iii) is satisfied. Let 2, denote the Hall 2’ 
subgroup of Z(E), then (n/l Z, 1, 1 Z, I) = (24, 11) or (48,23). If x, E V’, then 
xml IVV)I. H ence, (x,, 1 Z, I) = 1. If xm E g,, then (3.6) implies that det 
x,,, = 1,. If w E Z,, then x,(w) = x,(x where a is a IZ, Ith root of unity. 
Thus, (x,, I Z, I) = 1 implies that a = 1 and x,,, is an irreducible character of 
N/Z,P. It follows that k > IZ, /. Inequality (3.3.3) now implies that 
y>lZ, $1. If XmEAl where d,/e, = y and x, is the corresponding 
character in gl, then x,,, is an irreducible character of N/Z, P. Therefore, 
(3.6) implies that y + 1 <f,, and f i = xk < n//Z, I. Now IZ, ‘* < *J* <f I < 
n/l Z, 1 clearly contradicts (n/l Z, 1, ! Z, I) = (24, 11) or (48, 23). 
Therefore, G satisfies Hypothesis 3. Since n is even, I&?/P(E)) = 2u, where 
U, is odd. Inequalities (3.8) and (3.3.3) imply that ~(7 - 1)/o + 1) 3 > 1 so 
that ‘J > 4. 
If X, and xm are corresponding characters in A, and F,, let rm and s, 
denote the number of distinct algebraic conjugates of X,,, and x,,,. It follows 
from the discussion preceding (3.6) that s, = r,,,. Since G satisfies 
Hypothesis 3, we see that rm is even if n is odd. 
LEMMA 3.4. Assume that A, is non-empty and Xj E A,. Let Tj be the 
sum of the distinct algebraic conjugates of Xj, then 
\‘lA(&);Tj(x)<iG/ 
2df rf 
7 
rj--T+r:ej 
Proof: Since Tj is a sum of distinct algebraic conjugates, Tj is integer 
valued. (Tj, Tj) = rj and Cp, T;(y) = 2n(djrj)’ imply that zr T;(x) = 
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I GI rj -(diri)’ 2 1 G(/q. If A’,,, E A, then r;(y) XX,,,(y) > 0 for y E Px whence 
& Tj X,(x) < 1 Gl(rT, X,). Therefore, Lemma 3.2(i) implies that 
T I/i(x)1 T’(x) < 1 GI 
! 
rj - F + 1 dmf$~;;xm’ 1 . (3.4.1) 
A m 
Let A ij denote the set of algebraic conjugates of Xj. Let gi,j denote the 
corresponding characters in Fi. Now Xj,, = ej(A + A’) + xj implies that 
Tjl, = rjej(A + A’) + S where S = &, j~j,. It follows that T;,,V = Tj q,,v = 
e; ij(AA + A/X + AX’ + All) + 2ejrj(! +‘lr) S + SS. If X$ E @‘, then 
P c ker x, whence @‘I, x,) = (AA’, x,) = ((A + A’) S, x,) = 0. Moreover, 
(AX, x,) = @cl’, x,) = x,. It follows that (Tj,N, x,) = 2ef rTxs + (S$, x,). We 
now obtain, 
x (TT,X,J fmsx, < 2ejz rjx: + (S%xs)x,. 
A 
(3.4.2) 
Let V= V - { lN}. Lemma 3.1 and Eq. (3.2) imply that (X,, 1:) = 0 
if X, E A. Therefore, xA<‘;, xm> fm = ~A(TjZI_Xm)(~~#fmsX,) = 
C,,(C,(TT, x,,J fmsxs>. Now (3.4.2) and ST= C+&SS, x,)x, + rj l,w imply 
1 (Tf, X,) f, < 2ejz rT(n - 1) t- r;fj’ - rj. 
A 
(3.4.3) 
If X,,, E A, then (3.1) implies that &/X,(l) < 1/2n + (d, - e,)/2e,n. 
Hence, d, - e, < 0 for X,,, E A -A, and (3.4.3) imply 
\- (ri’GC,AfXn 
L 
A X,(l) 
<&-(2ejrj(n-l)+rTf:-r,) 
+ \. fJ4, -e&$&J 
L 2e,n ’ 
(3.4.4) 
At 
If X, E A,, then let x,,, denote the corresponding character in %$. Since 
fm=-%l~ (3.4.2) implies that f,(TT, AC,,,) < 2f f,,rj ej2 + (Sg, x,) x,. It follows 
that 
Inequality (3.7) implies that 
x (dm-em)P%xm)xm G (Y- 1) . -g- 1 (Ss, XJ xm < (Y - l)(rjfj)' 
Al 2e, n VI 2n ’ 
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Inequalities (3.4.1), and (3.4.4) now imply that 
1 IA(x)(T;(x) < IG1 rj-y (4 - em> .G 
r e,n 
+ Ytrjfi12 
I 2n . 
LEMMA 3.5. If A, is non-empty and Xi E A,, let pi be defined by 
Cr Xj(x) IA(x) 1 = Bj 1 G 1 n/q. The following conditions are satisfied. 
(i) pj < min 
(ii) (1+x 
Ai 
> min{(dj-/?j)2,d~}. 
Proof: (i) We may assume /Ij > 0. Let Tj be the sum of distinct 
algebraic conjugates of Xj. Then 2,. Tj(x) [A (x) ) = rjpj 1 G I n/q since /1(x) is 
an integer for x E r. As in the proof of Lemma 3.4, we obtain 
c T;(x)=lGl (rj-?$!) ( ‘Gl~r,n. 
r 
(3.5.1) 
It was shown in the proof of Lemma 3.2 that ‘&n’(x) = I GI n/q. The 
Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and Cr 1 /i(x) 1 q(x) = bj rj I G I n/q now imply 
that IG12 2rjn2/q2 > /?jZrj IG12n2/q2. It follows that pi < (2/rj)“‘. 
Let ri = {xIxE r, I/i(x)1 = 1, and Tj(x) > 0}, T2 = {xIxET, IA(x)1 > 1, 
and Tj(x) > 0) and f3 = r- (r, u r,). Let h, v, and w be defined by 
Cr,I~(X)ITi(~)=‘lGInlq, Cr,I~(x)ITj(x)=~lGInlq and C,,Tj(x>= 
w2 IG I n/q. Clearly rjpj I G I n/q = C,- I A (x) / Tj(x) ,< (h + U) I G I n/q. Since 
r2 c 1”‘, Lemma 3.2(iii) and the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality imply that 
aw2 1 G12n2/qZ > u2 I Gj2n2/q2 where a = (y - 1) y’/(y + I)’ 2k. Hence, 
v < a’/‘w so we obtain 
rjfij < (WCZ”’ + h) (3.5.2) 
Inequality (3.5.1) implies that w2 1 GI n/q < I GI 2rjn/q. Therefore, (3.5.2) 
implies that /Ii < ((y - 1) y2/(y + 1)’ rjk)1’2 if h < 0. Hence, we may assume 
h > 0. 
(7’,., 1,) = 0 implies that C,. q(x) = -2rjdjl GI/q. Thus, Tj(x) > 0 for 
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xEr, and &, Tj(x)=&, T’(x)(A(x)I =h:Gln/q imply that j’rJ,Ti(x)[> 
(hn + 2Yjdj)( GI/q. It follows that 2 1, u,., / Tj(X) I > (2hn + 2ridj) I G I/q. Since 
I’# is a TI-set, Irl = ( Gl((q - 2)/q). The Cauchy-Schwartz inequality now 
implies that 
\‘ T?(x) > (2’n + 2rjdj)* I GI > 2h2n IGI 
- J / I‘, Lx) 4(4 - 2) 9 * 
It follows from (3.5.1) that w2 < 2(rj - h’). Therefore (3.5.2) implies that 
rjpj < h + (2a(r - h*))“*. Since 0 ,< h < rj’* , elementary calculus may be 
applied to the function f(x) =x + (2a(r -x2))“’ to show that 
rj/Ij < ((2a + 1) rj)liz. It follows that 
Pj< r-t2 +l> (', a )"'=($(;;;;):;+l))'~*. 
(ii) It was shown in the proof of Lemma 3.2 that 
~rA2(~)Xj(x)=IGIdjn/q. Hence, &A2(x)~(x)=IGIrjdjn/q. Now 
xr IA(x) ( Tj(x) = ( G ( rj/Ij n/q implies 
; IA(x)l(~A(x)l- 1) rj(x)= IGlq(t-@n (3.5.3) 
We may write 
y In(X)l(IA(X)I - l) Tj(x) =y {IACx) “2(lA(x>I - 1>I~lA(x>l”2~(x)I~ 
I 
Xi E A, implies that dj > 2, therefore, part (i) implies that dj - pj > 0. The 
Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and (3.5.3) now imply 
i 
L IA( (;/l(x)1 - 1)2 . 
1 I( 
y IA(X)/ T;(x) > ‘G’2r+j2-Pj) 
*n* 
(3.5.4) 
1 ) 
Lemma 3.2(ii) and A(x) an integer for x E r imply that 
2: l~(x)l(l4x)I - I * G 4G I‘ y ,‘4(X)13 -x IA(x < 2q r 
x 
( 
1 + \. LfJd, - 4 
a, fv 1. 
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Lemma 3.4 and (3.5.4) now imply that 
>IGl 
2 $(dj - Pj)*n* 
q2 . 
It follows that 
Since EP satisfies Hypothesis 2, Lemma 2.4 implies that 1 PI =pud where 
I E/F(E)/ = U. Further p # 3. 
Assume that n is even; it follows from Corollary*3.3 that u = 2u, where U, 
is odd and u1 > 3. Further E, is a generalized quaternion. Hence, I PI # 56 so 
that IPI > 76 if n is even. Straightforward computations with logarithms 
imply that 2n + 1 =pud > 50~~. It follows that u4/2n < l/50 if n is even. 
If n is odd, then I PI =PUd where ud is odd and p = 3 (mod 4). It follows 
that I PI > 7”d. We will show that either u’ < 2n or (PI = 73 if n is odd. Since 
U’ > 2n implies that U’ > 2n + 1 = lPI 2 7ud, we see u7/2n < 1 if ud > 7. 
((IPI, u) = 1 so that p > 11 if u = 7.) Since ud is odd, we may assume 
ud = u = 3 or 5 and (PI + 73. Lemma 2.4 implies that u divides I Z(E)1 if 
u = 3 or 5. Therefore, IPI =p” ZG 1 (mod u’) and p = 3 (mod 4). If du = 3, 
then p = 7 or p > 19. If ud = 5, then p > 11. It follows that either 2n > u’ or 
I PI = 73. 
We have shown 
if n is even, 
i,Lg’ 
IPI 2n u’ 
ifnisoddandIPI#73. 
Ifnisodd,letAI={X,/X,EA,,andf,<uorf,=uandr,=2}.IfAIis 
non-empty, let @‘I denote the subset of @i corresponding to characters in A;. 
If X,,, and x,,, are corresponding characters in Ai and C; , then r,,, = s,. Let t, 
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denote the number of distinct primes dividing U. Lemma 2.5 and (3.6) now 
imply that 
\ f;=Yx:,<o 
Tq 
if IP( = 7j 
WY; 
< 2u2 if u is a prime 
if u is not a prime. (3.10) 
PROPOSITION 3.6. A, is empty and n is odd. 
Proof: Corollary 3.3 implies that it is sufficient to show that A, is empty. 
We will assume that A, is non-empty. 
Since G satisfies Hypothesis 3, (3.7) and (3.8) imply that 
\- (dm-emPmfm < Y(Y- 1) < Y(Y- 1) 
Al emn ’ (y+ 1)k ‘3(‘J+ 1) 
and 
Let Xj E A,, then Lemma 3.5 and the previous inequalities imply that 
( 
1 + (Y- l)Y 
3(Y + 1) I( 
l+g+e; (It%)) 
> 
( 
1+ (Y-l)Y 
i( 
+-+$+ei l+ 
(v+ l)k .I 
2 ,( G)) 
> min( (dj - pj)*, djz). (3.6.1) 
Lemma 2.5 and (3.6) imply that if Xi E A,, then dj + ej =fj = xi and x,~/u. 
We first show that u#3. If u=3 and XjEA,,then dj=2, ej= 1, and 
y= 2. Since u = 3, n is odd so either rj = 2 or rj > 4. If IPI = 7’, then 
yfy/2n = 18/2n = l/19. If [Pi # 73, then (3.9) implies that 
ff/2n < 18/2n < 0.01. If rj > 4 for some Xj E A,, then Lemma 3.5 implies 
that 
pi< (+ (y,‘: + I))‘;‘< (f/+-+ 1))1’2 (0.54. 
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Substitution in (3.6.1) now implies that 2 > (1 + ,$)(a + h + i) > 
(2 - 0.54)‘. This is a contradiction. However, rj = 2 for all Xi E A, implies 
that A, = Ai where A; is defined before inequality (3.10). Whence (3.10) 
yields that IPI # 73 and (n - 2)/k = CA, f k = 2u2 = 18. It follows from (3.9) 
that k > 60. Lemma 3.5 implies that 
+I))“*< (f(&+l)jli2<0.71. 
Since rff/2n < 0.01, substitution in (3.6.1) yields (1 + 2/(3 . 60))($ + 0.01 + 
(1 + &)) > (2 - 0.71)*. Again, this is a contradiction. 
Thus, we may assume u > 5. Since yfj < u3/2n, (3.9) implies that 
yfi2/2n < 0.004. Let X, E A, where d,/e, = y. We will show that d, < e, + 2. 
This condition is clearly satisfied if d, < 4. Lemma 3.5 implies that 
p, < (2)“2. Since (y - 1) y/(y + 1) 3 < (y - 1)/3, (3.6.1) implies that 
((2 + y)/3)(1.004) + et((2 + y)/3)* > (d, - 2”2)2 > (d, - 2)* + l.ld, - 2. If 
((2 + y)/3)(1.004) > I.ld, - 2, then y < d, easily yields d, < 4. Therefore, 
we may assume that e,((2 + y)/3) > d, - 2. However, y = d,/e, whence 
d, - 2 < e,((2 + y)/3) = (2e, + d,)/3. We obtain 2(d, - e,) < 6. Since d, and 
e, are integers, d, < e, + 2. In particular, y < (e, + 2)/e, < 3. Corollary 3.3 
now implies that n is odd. 
Since n is odd, x, is odd. Thus, d, + e, =x, implies that d, = e, + 1 so 
that y < 2. 
Let Ai .be the subset of A, defined before (3.10). It follows from (3.9) that 
IP1-*‘3 < u- . ‘4f3 Since u > 5, t, < u/5 where t, is the number of distinct 
primes dividing U. Therefore, (3.9), (3.10), and u > 5 imply that 
x f t, ,< 3un(5~,~‘~)-’ +4n~-~ < O.O8nu-*. (3.6.2) 
A\ 
Since y < 2, it follows from (3.7) and (3.6.2) that 
TT (4, - em> .f, 4, 
L 
em* 
&f:, <0.06c2 and 
:: (d,-eJf2, <oo8,~~i 
A 
Ai em* 
If A, - A i is empty, let y’ = 1. If A, -A i is non-empty, then let y’ = 
max{ (d,/e,) 1 X, E A, -A ; }. It is direct to show that f,d,(d, - e,)/e, < 
f ;(d, - e,)/e, < (y’ - 1) f k for X, E A, -A ‘1. Thus (3.8) implies that 
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We may now use the results of the previous paragraph to obtain 
\‘ Ki - %I) 4nfm < () ()& 2 + 7’ - l 
z \ * e,n 3 ’ 
,.(d,-e~)f~<008u-2+~‘-1 
‘;r; e,n ‘* 3 . 
(3.6.3) 
If Xi E A’, then y < 2, (3.6.3), and Lemma 3.5 imply 
> min(djZ, (dj-/lj)‘}. (3.6.4) 
We will now bound the left-hand side of (3.6.4). The left-hand side of 
(3.6.4) may be written 
2 + y’ 
3 
+ 0.0624 ’ (Vj ’ +f;n- ‘) 
+ 0.14u -2 + 0.0048~ 4 
I 
By using &< u, u > 5, n odd, and (3.9), we obtain 0.06~ ’ < 0.003 
and f 5 n -’ < 0.001. Now rj > 2 since n is odd. Whence, 
0.06~ *(rj-’ + fj”n -‘) < 0.003(0.501). Further, *J’ < 2 implies that 
(2 + y’)/3(r,y ’ + fj’n’) < (2 + y’)/3rj + $(O.OOl). It follows that 
((2 + */‘)/3 + 0.06~ ‘)(rj’ + f; n -‘) < (2 + r’)/3rj + 0.0029. Now, 
ej(0.14u -2((2 + */‘)/3) + O.O048u- “) < (u2/4)(0.14u ‘($) + 0.0048~ “)) ( 
0.0468 follows from 7’ < 2, ej <fj/2 < u/2, u > 5, and (3.9). Hence, we see 
that 
+ 0.06~ ’ - 1 - 1 1 + y’ 
3 rj 
‘+fjn-‘+ej2 1 f0.08~ -‘+- y’ 
3 
Using this bound and (3.6.4), we obtain 
O.O497+Ek$+e~ (T)‘> min(djZ,(dj-Pj)‘) if XjEA’. (3.6.5) 
I 
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If y’ = 1, let Xj =X,; then d, = e, + 1, rl > 2 and (3.6.2) imply that 
k > 300. Thus, Lemma 3.5(i) yields /?, < 0.71 and (d, -/I,)’ > (e, t 0.29)‘. 
Substitution in (3.6.5) now implies that 0.0497 t 0.5 t ef > (e, t 0.29)‘. 
This contradicts e, > 1. Therefore, we may choose X, E A i -A i where 
d,/e, = y’. 
Since X2 E A, - Ai, d, t e, = x2 = u and r2 > 4. It follows from Lemma 
3.5 that p, < 0.54 since y2(y - I)/(y t 1)‘k < 4/27. Now (2 t y’)/3 = 
(2e, t d,)/3e,, y’ < 2, r2 > 4, and (3.6.5) imply that 0.383 1 t 
(2e, t d2)2/9 > (d, - 0.54)2 > (d, - 1)’ t 0.92d, - 0.71. We obtain d, = 
e, t 1. However, substituting 2e, t d, = 3e, + 1 and d, = e, t 1 in the 
previous inequality now yields 0.3831 t (3e, + 1)2/9 > (e, t 0.46)2. It 
follows that e, = 1 whence u = d, + e, = 2e, + 1 = 3. This is a contradiction. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Proposition 3.6 implies that A, is empty and n is 
odd. Lemma 3.2(iii) implies iA(x)l = 1 or 0 for x E r - ( 1). Since e, > d, 
for X, E A, Lemma 3.l(iii) implies that An = 1, + CA d,X, and 
C,A (e, - d,) d, = 0. It follows that e, = d, for X,,, E A. Now f, = e, t d, 
implies that f, = 2d, for X, EA. It follows from Lemma 3.1(i) that 
CA di = (n - 1)/2. The proof of Proposition 11 [3] may easily be adapted 
to show that 1 G I= nq(q t 1). 
Since 1 GI = nq(q + 1) and n is odd, E,, is a Sylow v subgroup of G for 
every prime v dividing IEl. Let y,, be an element of order v in E,. . Assume 
x E C,(y,.) where x has prime order r and (r, v) = 1. Theorem (17.4) [ 2 ] 
implies that A&) = 0. Since /i(x) is an integer, (6.4) 12) implies that 
0 = /i(xy) = /i(x) (mod v). Lemma 3.2 (iii) implies that A(x) E (0, + 1). It 
follows that /i(x) = 0. However, /1( 1) = /i(x) (mod r) now implies that rl n. 
It easily follows that I C,(y)11 IZ if y E E#. 
Let v be a prime dividing IZ(E)I, then C,( y,.) = E. Since E,, = G,. is 
cyclic, and G is simple, N,((y,,)) > E. Therefore, iN,((y,.))/EI is divisible 
by a prime s where (s, n) = 1. Let x be an element of order s in NG((yl,)), 
then x normalizes E. The previous paragraph implies that / C,(x)1 = 1. 
Theorem 10.2.1 [5] now implies that E is nilpotent. Since n is odd, E is 
cyclic. This is a contradiction. 
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